
Our Taste Of Central Tour presents a chance for a remarkable tasting adventure.

This tour is designed to discover three subregions of Central Otago, providing private

tasting sessions showcasing award-winning local wines. It combines deep-rooted

history with visits to iconic sites, and exclusive boutique vineyards. Guests will travel in

luxury, indulge in a gourmet lunch, and savour cheese boards alongside their tasting

journey while exploring historical landmarks and picturesque locations.
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Inclusions

Luxury transfers to and from accommodation.

Personalised guidance from an expert local guide.

5 Private tastings at vineyards. 

Gourmet Lunch at a premier vineyard. 

Exclusive access to meet winemakers and vineyard owners.

Tapas menu to compliment private back vintage tasting. 

Visits to historical sites with photo opportunities.

Tastings of rare back vintage wines. 

3 Private vineyard and barrel hall tours.

Visit one of New Zealand’s most iconic wine stores.

Visit the legendary Arrowtown. 

DEPARTS
From Queenstown Accommodation

DURATION
Approximately 8 Hours 9:45am - 6:00pm

6 5 4 3 2 1
Number of Guests

$545 $545 $545 $545 $545 N/A

*Pricing is per guest in NZD

Minimum 2 guests required for travel - Contact us for single traveller pricing 

Range Rover Vogue Luxury SUV or

Mercedes V-Class Luxury Van
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Central Otago Wine Tour  - experience the beauty of Central Otago as you embark on a

journey to  explore three unique subregions. We visit boutique vineyards favoured by  

locals  and sample a range of exceptional wines, from cool climate varietals to warmer

selections. Discover the unique characteristics of each region and take in the breathtaking

views spanning from Queenstown, the Kawarau Gorge, to the historic gold fields of

Bannockburn and Cromwell. 

ITINERARY HIGHLIGHTS

Luxurious Transfers: Begin your day with pickup in a premium vehicle, setting the

stage for an experience of unparalleled comfort and style.

Queenstown and Gibbston: Journey starts with a tour of Queenstown, enriched

by stories of its historic past. The adventure continues to Gibbston, where you'll

enjoy a deep dive into the art of winemaking, meet the luminaries behind the labels,

and savour an immersive  private tasting at a premier boutique vineyard.

Travel to Bannockburn: Traverse in luxury through the Kawarau Gorge and take

in the breathtaking scenery of the region with historic commentary.

Bannockburn: In the heart of the South Island, enjoy a tasting at  spectacular

vineyard with an even greater view.

Gourmet Lunch: Indulge in a unique gourmet dining experience whilst enjoying a

wine pairing. 

Historical Pit Stops: En route, we'll pause at significant landmarks, offering you the

chance to capture memories amidst the stunning vistas.

Gibbston: We’ll visit a boutique vineyard in Gibbston to taste some unique wines

which incorporate elements of international inspirations, and indulge in a delicious

local cheese board.

Arrowtown: Conclude your journey with a visit to Arrowtown and enjoy free time

to visit the boutique local stores and learn the rich history of the gold mining town.

Return to Queenstown: Reflect on a day well spent as you are comfortably

transported back to Queenstown, with memories and flavours to last a lifetime.


